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"We are getting exactly what the school system was designed to produce − a
uniformly dumbed−down product of a compliant, lackluster people who have
had their individuality crushed out of them by a system that rewards
mediocrity."

−−− Quote from aerospace engineer John Ross on the talkback forum for EDN
magazine.  (bit.ly/nHMMlm)
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Brown County, Wisconsin Bomb Squad Robot

Overview

Pictoral overview of the Remotec ANDROS F6 series robot used by the Outagamie/Brown County,
Wisconsin Sheriff Department's bomb squad.  This line of robots is marketed toward law
enforcement agencies specifically for bomb disposal and EOD applications.   Remotech is a division
of Northrop Grumman.

There are multiple (fixed) color video cameras and a single full 360° pan, tilt, and zoom low−light
camera.  A halogen lamp provides local area illumination and there's even a microphone/speaker
for two−way audio.  A water disruptor can be used to neutralize any timing or triggering devices.

It weighs around 500 pounds and the angled track allows the robot to navigate stairs.  The unit's
power supply is several standard gel−cell batteries providing a total of +24 VDC.

The controlling data link is RF, with an optional wired cable connection.  The operator has a tabletop
controller and LCD display for the video cameras.  I noticed three antennas, two UHF Larsen
antennas labeled "DATA" and "AUDIO," and a higher−mounted rubber duck, which is probably for
video in the 2.4 GHz range.

There are several FCC licenses assigned for robot use by the Brown Country Sheriff's Department:

FCC License: WQKC738

VIDEO LINK FOR REMOTE BOMB ROBOT USED BY SHERIFF'S DEPT FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AND 
TO DIFFUSE TERRORIST THREATS FOR HOMELAND SECURITY.

Control Point 1:        300 EAST WALNUT STREET, GREEN BAY, BROWN COUNTY, WI, Phone: 920−448−4218

2462.50000      Mobile, 5 watt(s), 1 unit(s), Mobile, Transmit Location
                32km radius around GREEN BAY, BROWN COUNTY, WI

FCC License: WQKC752

AUDIO & DATA LINK FOR REMOTE BOMB ROBOT USED BY SHERIFFS DEPT FOR PUBLIC 
SAFETY & TO DIFFUSE TERRORIST THREATS FOR HOMELAND SECURITY.

Control Point 1:        300 EAST WALNUT STREET, GREEN BAY, BROWN COUNTY, WI, Phone: 920−448−4218

460.30000       Mobile, 5 watt(s), 3 unit(s), Mobile, Transmit Location
                32km radius around GREEN BAY, BROWN COUNTY, WI
465.30000       Mobile, 15 watt(s), 1 unit(s), Mobile, Transmit Location
                32km radius around GREEN BAY, BROWN COUNTY, WI

The Milwaukee County bomb squad robot is at 2470 MHz (video) and 453.2625 MHz / 458.2625
MHz for audio and data.
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General overview.
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Microphone with wind screen.
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Duke Pro ESI/RM6 6−channel shock tube initiator.
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Rear view.
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Antenna mounts.

Two Larsen UHF (450 MHz) models and the N connector goes to a rubber duck which is probably
used for 2.4 GHz video.
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Rear track view.
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Manipulator arm servos.
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Camera and water disruptors on the manipulator arm.
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Barrel view of the dual water disruptors.
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Gripper on the manipulator arm.

It opens to around 12 inches and has up to 50 pounds of pressure.  Its lifting capacity varies with
how far the arm is extended.
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Front track view showing several cameras and the microphone.
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Pan, tilt, zoom video camera.
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Track guides.
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Track guides, alternate view.
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Overview of the antenna mounts, rotating camera, and manipulator arm.
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Manipulator arm controls and illumination.
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Sealed gel−cell battery box.
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Rear view of water disruptors with breech caps removed.
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Video camera mounted above the water disruptors.
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Intercepting Older Digital Cordless Phones

Overview

This is an experimental project to decode the digital audio modulation used in some older VTech
and Sony 900 MHz cordless phones.  These phones use a two−level Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)
modulation with an unknown audio encoding.  Since these VTech and Sony phones (and probably
others) tend to use the same AMD AM79C490 controller and encoding chip, it's possible to decode
the digital audio by injecting your own intercepted target signal into a similar phone's 10.7 MHz IF
strip.

The receiver in those VTech and Sony is based around a Motorola MC13156 wideband IF chip
which has an integrated data slicer output.  The input frequency to the Motorola MC13156 is at 10.7
MHz, so an external receiver or mixer may be required to downconvert your received frequency.

The MC13156 converts the FSK modulation into a digital bit stream via the data slicer.  This bit
stream is then sent to the AMD AM79C490 for the proper audio decoding.  The audio output from
the AMD AM79C490 is in "the clear" and is then sent to the standard analog audio hybrid circuits in
the rest of the phone.

The project here consists of a slightly modified Sony SPP−ID910 900 MHz digital cordless
phone.  A RF relay will be used to switch between the phone's stock 10.7 MHz IF and an external
10.7 MHz IF.  The idea is that the phone will be first turned on and "initialized" to the stock
handset.  This enables all the audio decoding circuits.  Then, the RF relay is activated and an
external 10.7 MHz signal containing the encoded target modulation is injected into the MC13156 IF
strip of the Sony SPP−ID910.  The SPP−ID910's audio output is now from your intercepted RF
signal.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Internal overview of a stock Sony SPP−ID910 900 MHz digital cordless phone.

The phone's FCC ID is: AK8SPP−ID910

The active handset and base station center frequencies are:

Display Channel Handset (MHz) Base (MHz)

0                     925.05          902.3
1                     925.35          902.6
2                     925.65          902.9
3                     925.95          903.2
4                     926.25          903.5
5                     926.55          903.8
6                     926.85          904.1
7                     927.15          904.4
8                     927.45          904.7
9                     927.75          905.0

The handset transmits 22.75 MHz higher in frequency than the base station and a new channel in
assigned whenever the unit is powered.

It is usually easier to intercept the cordless phone's base station signal as these are stationary and
the RF signal won't contain any additional signal losses caused by antenna polarization mismatches
from movement.
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Overview of the RF section of the Sony SPP−ID910.

The antenna input on the lower−right and the two silver squares are the bandpass filters for
separating the high/low transmit/receive frequencies.

A National LMX2337 dual−PLL synthesizer controls both the transmit and receive local oscillators.

The 10.7 MHz IF strip is based around the Motorola MC13156 (large IC on upper−left) which is
specifically designed for receving narrowband FSK data transmissions.

The data stream output from the Motorola MC13156 (pin 17) is then sent to the AMD AM79C490 for
audio decoding and the final coupling to the phone line.
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The circled 10.7 MHz IF filter will need to be unsoldered.

The solder pads will then be used to handle the new incoming IF signals.
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Overview of the 84−pin AMD AM79C490 telephone controller IC.

Details on this IC are difficult to track down, but here's a description of some of the main pins:

Pin No. Label Connection Within the Phone

1         AOP     Audio Output
2         AOM
3         AIM     Audio Input/Microphone
4         AVss1   Ground
7         AVcc1   +5 VDC
8         TST1
9         MODE0
10        MODE1
84        AVss2   Ground
83        BATMON
82        AVcc2   +5 VDC
81        /RESET
80        TST0
79        MON3
78        MON2
77        MON1 
76        MON0
75        RXBB    Receive Data from MC13156
74        TXBB    Transmit Data to VCO

Note that there appears to be two pins labeled for "test" functions.
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Telephone line interface circuit board of the Sony SPP−ID910.

The final decoded audio will be taken from pin 1 of the LM324 shown above and sent to a
front−panel BNC jack.
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You'll want to add an external antenna to the base station.

Do this by unsoldering the 0−ohm jumper on the circuit board which connected to the pad for the
stock "rubber duck" antenna.

Solder in a piece of small−diameter 50 ohm coax into the plated holes, which are circled above.

The center conductor of the coax should go to the center hole.  The other holes are ground and
should be soldered to the coax's shield.
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Attaching a piece of coax for the external antenna SMA jack.

I ended up soldering the coax to the bottom of the board, which was required for the final mounting
arrangement used here.
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The handset requires no real major modifications.

Solder two pieces of wire (with banana jacks) to the solder pads which held the battery
springs.  This is for applying the handset's required +5 VDC remotely.

Also, the stock antenna was replaced with a short little piece of wire.
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Removing the base station's first 10.7 MHz IF filter.

Save this filter for use in the RF relay circuit, which will be described later.

Point 1 is the output from the base station's stock receive mixer containing the 10.7 MHz signal.

Point 2 is a common ground.

Point 3 is the 10.7 MHz input to the MC13156 wideband IF chip.
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Attaching small diameter 50−ohm coaxial cables to the input/output pads where the 10.7 MHz
ceramic filter used to be.
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The RF relay which selects between the phone's stock 10.7 MHz IF and an external 10.7 MHz IF.

These RF relays can be found in some older Motorola two−way radios.

The input matching transformer is on the upper−left.  It's used to convert the 50 ohms input to the
300 ohm impedance of the 10.7 MHz ceramic filter.

The ferrite torroid is an Amidon FT−23−43 with 3 turns of #28 enamled wire on the primary and 8
turns of #28 enamled wire on the secondary.
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Alternate view of the RF relay and impedance matching circuit.
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Completed internal view.

The front−panel BNC connectors are for an external 10.7 MHz input, MC13156 data slicer output,
and audio output.

The banana jacks on the right are for the +9 VDC power the unit requires.

The LED on the left is from the "Line Enable" on the sub−circuit of the base station.  The other LED
is a power indicator.
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Alternate overview showing the rear panel.

A SMA jack is for an external antenna.

The banana jacks along the bottom provide the +5 VDC output for powering the handset.  Tap the
output of the 7805 voltage regulator on the base station's main circuit board.

Optionally, tap pin 17 on the Motorola MC13156 (or pin 75 on the AMD AM79C490) to provide a
data slicer output signal.  This should go to a panel−mounted BNC jack.
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Completed overview.

To use this device, apply +9 VDC power to the front−panel banana jacks.  This will power both the
base station unit and the handset.

Be sure the "IF Select" switch is set to the internal 10.7 MHz IF of the phone.

After a few seconds, the handset and base station should sync, displaying "CHANNEL
SEARCHING..." and which channel they are using.

Press the "TALK" button on the handset and the "Line Enable" LED should light.  The handset will
now display "PHONE ON".

Flip the "IF Select" switch to choose an external 10.7 MHz containing your target data
modulation.  If it contains audio encoded by a similar Sony/VTech digital cordless phone, the
line−level audio will be available on the "Audio Output" BNC jack.

If no audio is available, then it's possible to take the raw data stream from the "Data Output" BNC
jack and apply some further external processing via hardware or software.  This is should be handy
for decoding pagers...

View the MC13156's datasheet for a more in−depth discussion of the MC13156's FSK data
decoding possibilities.
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IFR FM/AM−1200S spectrum analysis of a Sony SPP−ID910 900 MHz digital cordless phone in
operation.

The center frequency of the base station is at 903.8 MHz.  The spectrum display is 20 kHz per
horizontal division.
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Sony SPP−ID910 Schematics
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Bonus

Eric Hunt has a documentary project going on called Last Days of the Big Lie.  His project is to
debunk some of lies and propaganda in the infamous Steven Spielberg documentary The Last
Days.

Eric Hunt is using the actual audio & video footage from USC's "Survivors of the Shoah Visual
History Foundation" to debunk some of the myths surrounding the events of the "Holocaust."  Hunt
has used this information to uncovered numerous instances of lying and witness manipulation in
Spielberg's movies.

Above is what Stanford College did when they found out Hunt was using their library.  So much for
"freedom of speech" or "academic freedom."  Contact Michael Keller at the Stanford University
Library: Michael.Keller@stanford.edu (650−723−5553) and gently remind him that both Standford
and USC colleges receive taxpayer funding.
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End of Issue #90

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Welcome to Eric Corley's New York.  Now leave your freedoms at the border...

New York Democrats Argue Free Speech is a Privilege That Can Be Revoked

October 7, 2011 − From: dailytech.com

The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution clearly states:

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

However, that hasn't stopped state and federal officials to creatively redefine what "freedom of
speech" means.  Of late there have been multiple attempts to legislate digital censorship, with
government officials looking to decide what forms of online speech they feel aren't okay and make
them illegal.

The latest effort on this front comes from four Democratic New York state senators, who have
published a report entiteld "Cyberbullying: A Report on Bullying in a Digital Age."  In that report,
Sen. Jeff Klein, Diane Savino, David Carlucci, and David Valesky argue that the First Amendment
has been long misinterpreted by politicians and courts and really means that free speech is a
privilege (not a right), which can be taken away.

They write:

Proponents of a more refined First Amendment argue that this freedom should be treated not as a
right but as a privilege −− a special entitlement granted by the state on a conditional basis that can
be revoked if it is ever abused or maltreated.

The argument that free speech was not intended as a protected right seems rather baffling given
that the First Amendment is part of the "Bill of Rights."

Of course they argue that state politicians should be tasked with creating laws of what they feel
constitutes "abuse" of free speech and grounds for censorship.  According to their full report,
possible "abusive" speech that they feel should be banned includes:
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Leaving hurtful messages online: "LEAVING IMPROPER MESSAGES ON ONLINE MESSAGE BOARDS OR
SENDING HURTFUL AND DAMAGING MESSAGES TO OTHERS;"

1. 

Flaming people online: "FLAMING (HURTFUL, CRUEL, AND OFTENTIMES INTIMIDATING MESSAGES
INTENDED TO INFLAME, INSIGHT, OR ENRAGE);"

2. 

"Happy slapping" (a 2005 meme that the befuddled Senators appear to mistake for a current problem): "HAPPY
SLAPPING (RECORDING PHYSICAL ASSAULTS ON MOBILE PHONES OR DIGITAL CAMERAS, THEN
DISTRIBUTING THEM TO OTHERS);"

3. 

Trolling online: "TROLLING (DELIBERATELY AND DECEITFULLY POSTING INFORMATION TO ENTICE
GENUINELY HELPFUL PEOPLE TO RESPOND (OFTEN EMOTIONALLY), OFTEN DONE TO PROVOKE
OTHERS);"

4. 

Exclusion of people: "EXCLUSION (INTENTIONALLY AND CRUELLY EXCLUDING SOMEONE FROM AN
ONLINE GROUP)."

5. 

Such legislation are perceived by some as an overreaction of extreme recent incidents of
cyberbullying.  However, it's hard to avoid the possibility that such censorship couldn't be abused by
politicians to silence political rivals.

After all, if you can put someone in speech for "trolling" and "leaving hurtful messages on online
message boards," does that mean ruling politicians can imprison those who criticize them
online?  Clearly that's how officials in other countries like China have used similar laws.  Is the U.S.
headed down a similar road?

The Senators have used their report to draft a proposed law.

Under the proposed law, "offensive" speech would become constitute Third−Degree Stalking, a
Class A Misdemeanor.  And if someone commits suicide due to online harassment −− or "bullycide"
as the report calls it −− the harassers can be charged with Second−Degree Manslaughter, a Class
C Felony.
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Note how they dance around the fact that non−Whites are dragging down the SAT
scores.  Change!

SAT Reading Scores Fall to Lowest Level on Record

September 14, 2011 − From: mercurynews.com

By Justin Pope

Scores on the critical reading portion of the SAT college entrance exam fell three points to their
lowest level on record last year, and combined reading and math scores reached their lowest point
since 1995.

The College Board, which released the scores Wednesday, said the results reflect the record
number of students from the high school class of 2011 who took the exam and the growing diversity
of the test−taking pool −− particularly Hispanics.  As more students aim for college and take the
exam, it tends to drag down average scores.

Still, while the three−point decline to 497 may look small in the context of an 800−point test, it was
only the second time in the last two decades reading scores have fallen as much in a single
year.  And reading scores are now notably lower than scores as recently as 2005, when the
average was 508.

Average math scores for the class of 2011 fell one point to 514 and scores on the critical reading
section fell two points to 489.

Other recent tests of reading skills, such as the National Assessment of Education Progress, have
shown reading skills of high−school students holding fairly steady.  And the pool of students who
take the SAT is tilted toward college−goers and not necessarily representative of all high school
students.

But the relatively poor performance on the SATs could raise questions whether reading and writing
instruction need even more emphasis to accommodate the country's changing demographics.

Roughly 27 percent of the 1.65 million test−takers last year had a first language other than
English, up from 19 percent just a decade ago.

Jim Montoya, vice president of relationship development at the College Board, said the expanding
Latino population was a factor, as well as greater outreach to get minority students to take the
test.  But there are others, too.

"It's a lot of little things," he said.  For example, he said, the number of black students taking a solid
core curriculum −− a strong predictor of success on the test −− has fallen from 69 percent to 66
percent over a decade.

The College Board, a membership organization that owns the exam and promotes college access,
also released its first "College and Career Benchmark" report, which it said would eventually be
used to help show states and school districts how well prepared their students are.  Based on
research at 100 colleges, it calculated that scoring 1550 or above on the three sections of the test
indicated a 65−percent likelihood of attaining a B−minus or above average in the freshman year of
college.
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Overall, 43 percent of test−takers reached that benchmark.

The SAT and rival ACT exam are taken by roughly the same number of students each year.  Most
colleges require scores from at least one of the exams but will consider either.  In recent years,
some colleges have adopted test−optional policies allowing applicants to decline to submit test
scores at all.

Then
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Now
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It used to be that people helped each other, now it's only the government can help
you...  See the Jew...

Schakowsky: Americans Don't Deserve to Keep All of Their Money

September 14, 2011 − From: wlsam.com

CHICAGO (WLS) − A lot of reaction Wednesday morning to Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky's
interview with Don Wade and Roma.

Schakowsky said that Americans don't deserve to keep all of their money because we need taxes to
support our society.

"I'll put it this way.  You don't deserve to keep all of it and it's not a question of deserving
because what government is, is those things that we decide to do together.  And there are
many things that we decide to do together like have our national security.  Like have police
and fire.  What about the people that work at the National Institute of Health who are looking
for a cure for cancer," Schakowskysaid.

Schakowsky also says one reason the 2009 stimulus bill did not succeed was because it was not
large enough.

Schakowsky also admitted there are questions about the Obama administration's connection to the
now bankrupt Solyndra solar panel company.

The administration approved nearly $528 million in federal loans to the company, before Solyndra
filed for bankruptcy.

Schakowsky sits on the House Energy and Commerce Committee Investigations and Oversight
Panel, which is holding hearings Wednesday into the matter.  She said she and other Democrats
want answers.

"You know, it certainly doesn't sound good.  The Democrats are not going to shrink from actually,
you know, from any kind of full investigation of that.  If there is a problem we're certainly going to
support the efforts to get to the bottom of this," Schakowsky said.

Schakowsky did say that even though public money was involved, the Solyndra controversy does
not compare to the damage the Enron energy scandal inflicted on the U.S. economy.

Also in the interview, Schakowsky talked about the victory of Republican Bob Turner, in the
Tuesday special election to replace ex−Congressman Anthony Weiner.  Turner, who is Catholic,
won in a district that is heavily Democratic and heavily Jewish, defeating an Orthodox Jewish
Democrat.

Schakowsky, who is Jewish, denounced former New York Mayor Ed Koch, for getting involved in
the race and criticizing President Obama's record on Israel.

"I thought it was really shameful in talking about Barack Obama as not good on Israel.  He has
provided more security for the state of Israel than any other president," Schakowsky said.
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